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Abstract

Neural implicit functions are highly effective for data repre-
sentation. However, the implicit functions learned by neural
networks usually include unexpected noisy artifacts or lose
fine details if the input data has many scales of detail or
contains both low-frequency and high-frequency bandwidths.
Removing artifacts while preserving fine-scale contents is
challenging and usually comes out with over-smoothing or
noisy issues. To solve this dilemma, we propose a new
framework (FINN) that integrates a filtering module into the
MLPs to perform data reconstruction while adapting regions
containing different frequencies. The filtering module has a
smoothing operator acting on intermediate results of the net-
work that encourages the results to be smooth and a recov-
ering operator bringing high frequencies to regions overly
smooth. The two counteractive operators play consecutively
in all MLP layers to adaptively influence the reconstruction.
We demonstrate the advantage of FINN on several tasks and
showcase significant improvement compared to state-of-the-
art methods. In addition, FINN also yields better performance
in both convergence speed and network stability.

Introduction
Filtering techniques are widely applied to many applications
to enhance the content of interest or remove unexpected ar-
tifacts from the data, such as images and 3D shapes. For the
data with many scales of details or a wide range of frequen-
cies, it is challenging to recover the data while maintaining
free of unwanted content using neural networks. Therefore,
filtering methods are usually necessary for post-processing,
otherwise additional strategies, e.g., coarse to fine genera-
tion, hierarchical representations, or scale-aware operations,
are needed to adapt different scales of details. This paper
addresses built-in learnable filters in a fully connected neu-
ral network to achieve both reconstruction and filtering pur-
poses for neural implicit representation.

An implicit function is a continuous function that maps
spatial coordinates to the corresponding values under vary-
ing representations (e.g., RGB, signed distance, etc.). It can
be learned using simple network structures, i.e., Multi-Layer
Perceptrons (MLPs) with ReLU activations (Mescheder
et al. 2019; Park et al. 2019; Chen and Zhang 2019). Due
to the spectral bias of neural networks (Basri et al. 2020;
Rahaman et al. 2019), conventional MLPs are limited to
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Figure 1: We present a new neural network for implicit func-
tions. Reconstructing a signal containing low-frequency and
high-frequency regions usually suffers from either underfit-
ting or overfitting issues, i.e., losing fine-scale contents or
adding noises. To alleviate such a dilemma, we propose a fil-
tering module for MLPs. Our filter performs smoothing and
recovering consecutively at all layers, such that the smooth-
ing operator globally removes high frequencies and the re-
covering operator restores high frequencies to regions over-
smoothed. Two counteractive filtering operators reduce both
issues and lead to better training and generalization.

low-frequency signals, and large networks and much train-
ing time are required to fit complex signals. Recently, MLPs
can easily reconstruct high-frequency by encoding the co-
ordinates to Fourier features (FFN) (Tancik et al. 2020) or
replacing ReLU activation functions with sinusoidal func-
tions (SIREN) (Sitzmann et al. 2020). The sinusoidal func-
tion increases local variations to the signal by tuning up the
frequency parameters and reduces the spectral bias.

Despite the impressive progress, FFN and SIREN usu-
ally create over-smoothed regions or noise in the results.
It is unavoidable since there is no global effective fre-
quency parameter for both low- and high-frequency regions
and each spatial location or region need to be individu-
ally adapted. Towards learning adaptive frequency, based on
FFN, SAPE (Hertz et al. 2021) progressively encodes the in-
put with increasing frequencies for individual spatial coor-
dinates to avoid consuming excessive frequencies at smooth
regions. And based on SIREN, ModSIREN (Mehta et al.
2021) subdivides the input coordinates into grids and modu-
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Figure 2: (a) An image generated by Fourier Features Network (FFN) contains noises (Top) highlighted in the error map from
FLIP (Bottom). (b) SAPE smoothes out noises by learning adaptive Fourier features, but at the expense of losing small structures

and textures, e.g., clouds and roofs. (c) Our method (FINN) incorporates a filtering module that can effectively remove artifacts
while recovering distinct features, containing fewer errors in flat and sharp regions. We utilize a training image (e) at 256×256
resolution sampled from a reference image (d) and predicts images at 4× resolutions for all methods.

lates sinusoidal activation functions according to individual
grids. An example is shown in Figure 2, where the explicit
spatial adaptation method (i.e., SAPE) provides results with
less noisy artifacts compared to the baseline method (i.e.,
FFN). Nevertheless, SAPE tends to over-smooth the result
(e.g., the sky and the regions under roofs). We observe that
directly adapting frequency parameters leads to a dilemma
– lowering the frequency to remove noisy artifacts is usu-
ally at the expense of over smooth while increasing the fre-
quency to reveal fine details may introduce noises. We show
that a general-purpose filter in MLPs can significantly alle-
viate this dilemma and improve both regression and gener-
alization. Unlike modulating sinusoidal activations (SIREN-
based) or adapting frequency parameters of Fourier features
(FFN-based), our network (FINN) manipulates intermediate
outputs of MLPs with filters, leaving frequency fixed.

FINN is a simple network function composed of filtering
functions and MLPs. Following FFN, we also incorporate
the Fourier Features for the representation of high frequen-
cies. The filtering function is decoupled into two operators, a
smoothing operator, and a recovering operator, as shown in
Figure 1. The two operators play consecutively at all lay-
ers of MLPs. The smoothing operator is a spherical nor-
malization function that constrains the features (i.e., inter-
mediate results) on the hypersphere whose local structures
are smooth everywhere, thus encouraging the feature space
and final result to be smooth. The recovering operator is a
Hadamard product that multiplies the features with learned
scaling vectors to manipulate feature spaces, thus enabling
it to represent complex local structures. Thus the inductive
bias of the smoothing operator is global smoothing regular-
ization that reduces overfitting, and the recovering operator
controls local sharpness that helps to reduce underfitting.
Like FiLM (Perez et al. 2018), the recovering operator mod-
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Figure 3: Reconstructing a 1D signal in (a) with coordinate-
based MLPs could suffer from underfitting (b-1) when the
capacity of MLPs is insufficient or overfitting (c-1) when us-
ing overly-high frequency for the coordinate embedding of
Fourier Features. To overcome individual issues, we present
a recovering filter that restores local structures to the under-
fitting results (b-2) and a smoothing filter that suppresses
local high frequencies from the overfitting results (c-2).

ulates features with scaling vectors generated conditioning
on coordinates or their Fourier features. It scales the features
up or down or negates them to change their shape locally to
better fitting the target. The two operators enable learning
adaptive feature embedding at spatial locations containing
different scales of variations.

The two filtering operators can play standalone to deal
with either overfitting or underfitting issues or combined
with the other when both occur. A 1D toy example in Fig-



ure 3 demonstrates the effects of the two filtering modes.
The smoothing operator removes unexpected local bumps
on the curve in Figure 3, (c-1)→(c-2), and the recovering
operator restores missing components and fine details, (b-
1)→(b-2). Note that (b-1) and (b-2) have similar network
capacities, and so as (c-1) and (c-2). For a complex signal
containing both high-frequency and low-frequency, apply-
ing both filtering modes helps to construct both spectrum
bandwidths, in a way that the former first overly smooths
the entire regions, and the latter brings fine details to the re-
gions over-smoothed.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the filtering mod-
ule, we evaluate our network on several tasks. Experimen-
tal results show that our method performs better than STOA
methods. Moreover, our filtering design yields a faster con-
vergence speed and better network stability under SGD op-
timization. Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

• We propose a new filtering scheme for MLPs that learns
adaptive reconstruction on data containing low and high
frequencies. Our filter can remove noisy artifacts while
enhancing distinct details that significantly alleviate the
dilemma of overfitting and underfitting issues.

• Our filter design is simple and flexible to control the
sharpness and smoothness of the reconstruction. We
show the superiority of our method in several tasks
against STOA methods.

Related Work
Implicit Neural Representation. Deep neural network
has been shown to be highly effective for learning implicit
function that represents images (Tancik et al. 2020; Sitz-
mann et al. 2020; Mildenhall et al. 2020; Chen, Liu, and
Wang 2021) and 3D objects and scenes (Park et al. 2019;
Mescheder et al. 2019; Chen and Zhang 2019; Atzmon and
Lipman 2020; Gropp et al. 2020; Sitzmann, Zollhöfer, and
Wetzstein 2019). They incorporate coordinates as inputs to
MLPs that could be sampled to an arbitrarily high spatial
resolution. Thus such representation can directly be applied
to super-resolution tasks. Other applications include view-
synthesis (Mildenhall et al. 2020; Martin-Brualla et al. 2021;
Yu et al. 2021; Bemana et al. 2020), point cloud based 3D re-
construction (Atzmon and Lipman 2020; Gropp et al. 2020;
Williams et al. 2021, 2019) and single-image 3D reconstruc-
tion (Mescheder et al. 2019; Xu et al. 2019, 2020; Saito et al.
2019). Besides generative tasks, implicit representation is
also applicable and effective for other tasks, such as feature
matching (Chen et al. 2021) and scene understanding (Zhi
et al. 2021).

As evidenced by (Basri et al. 2020; Rahaman et al. 2019),
ReLU-based MLP networks are struggling to capture highly
detailed signals, due to the spectral bias trait. FFN uses posi-
tional encoding to map input coordinates of signals to a high
dimensional space using sinusoidal functions. Meanwhile,
SIREN (Sitzmann et al. 2020) replaces the ReLU activations
in the MLP network with sinusoidal functions. They share a
similar spirit that manipulates the input or intermediate re-
sults in the frequency domain to capture a wider frequency
bandwidths in the output. Further, to better fit individual

data, the sinusoidal functions in positional encoding or MLP
networks are devised to be learnable (Fathony et al. 2021;
Mehta et al. 2021). In contrast to using sinusoidal functions,
Spline Positional Encoding (SPE) (Wang et al. 2021) studies
learnable spline functions for coordinate embedding. With
sufficient local supports of splines, the SPE can also approx-
imate the signal with high frequencies. However, when using
a small number of local supports, the boundaries between
patches of the spline become notable that introduces stripe
noises and significantly reduce the visual quality.

Reconstructing high-frequency details is commonly at the
expense of introducing visual artifacts to the results. Some
recent advances have led to structured or hierarchical de-
signs that can further close the gap between generated results
and the target function. They divide the complex functions
of 3D object and scenes (Chabra et al. 2020; Genova et al.
2020; Jiang et al. 2020) or image (Mehta et al. 2021) into
regular subregions, and fitting each subregions individually
while considering globally consistency.

Region subdivision can hardly take effect when a subre-
gion itself is complex. More recently, spatial adaptation on
frequencies appears as an improved solution. SAPE (Hertz
et al. 2021) presents a progressive optimization strategy to
encode signals with increasing frequencies at individual spa-
tial locations. The method reduces the noisy artifacts but
generates over-smoothed results since it resists overfitting
and leans toward underfitting.

This paper seeks an alternative scheme that uses filters to
adapt the intermediate outputs of the MLPs. Existing meth-
ods, such as MFN (Fathony et al. 2021) and BACON (Lin-
dell et al. 2022), pi-GAN (Chan et al. 2020), and Mod-
SIREN (Mehta et al. 2021) also adapts the intermediate re-
sults of MLPs by modulating the activation functions. Par-
ticularly, they modulate frequency, phase, or amplification
parameters of sinusoidal functions. Tuning those parame-
ters may cause global and possibly large changes in the re-
sults, hence those parameters are difficult to optimize and
sensitive to initialization. Rather than modulating sinusoidal
functions, FINN runs the filtering after each MLP layer, out-
side sinusoidal functions, thus allowing more local controls
on the intermediate results and more stable performance.

Image Filtering with Deep Neural Networks. Image fil-
ters usually compute the weighted average of neighboring
pixels of the image as output or sometimes leverage reg-
ularization terms for image optimization. Recently, a line
of research presents filters with neural networks that can be
learned from a large number of datasets for various applica-
tions (Jampani, Kiefel, and Gehler 2016; Zhang et al. 2017;
Yoon et al. 2015; Gharbi et al. 2017; Chen, Xu, and Koltun
2017; Li et al. 2019), such as image super-resolution, denois-
ing, and deblurring, etc. They are mainly based on the con-
volutional network from which the local neighborhood of
the query point is determined. For continuous functions, it is
difficult to be aware of the neighbors except to discretize the
input domain with prior feature scales or resolutions. Thus,
we attempt to devise a general filtering scheme for MLPs
dealing with image functions and other continuous signals
and handling different frequency bandwidths.
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Figure 4: Effects of filtering operators. The target (e) contains homogenous regions everywhere and some tiny-scale texts each
referred to low-frequency or high-frequency respectively. (a) is generated by FFN with no filtering and observes random noises
(yellow rectangle). With smoothing (b), smoother texts are reconstructed but at the expense of smoothing out some small-scale
structures (green rectangle). In contrast, the recovering operator (c) restores fine details but is incapable of reducing noise.
Combining two filtering operators enables FINN smooths noises and recovers small structures (d).

Method
In this section, we introduce a new fully-connected neural
network with filtering modules, as illustrated in Figure 1. We
first present the neural implicit functions and the positional
encoding.Next, we describe the the filtering functions.

Neural Implicit Functions
An implicit function is a continuous function fθ : Ra → Rn

which takes as input a coordinate of any query point from
the Euclidean space x ∈ Ra and predicts a value in the tar-
get domain Rn. Learning fθ with a neural network requires a
set of coordinate samplings as input and corresponding val-
ues as output. Examples of the fθ include mapping pixels to
intensity values for image regression or projecting 3D coor-
dinates to scalar values for 3D surface reconstruction.

It is common to model implicit function fθ with MLPs.
However, ReLU-based MLPs can hardly fit high-frequency
signals due to the spectral bias trait, leading to the se-
vere underfitting problem. Hence, to avoid favoring the low-
frequency spectrum, FFN projects the input to the frequency
domain with a controllable frequency bandwidth. Specifi-
cally, the coordinate x is represented by a d-dimensional
Fourier feature vector, γ(x) ∈ Rd, as follows:

γ(x) =
s√
d
[cos(2πxBT )∥sin(2πxBT )] (1)

where ∥ is the concatenation of two vectors, and B is a d
2 ×a

matrix randomly sampled from Gaussian distribution with
standard deviation σ. s is a constant for global scaling.

Fourier feature embedding facilitates learning complex
functions with wider frequency bandwidths, but at the ex-
pense of overfitting issue: introducing unexpected dramatic
local variations (e.g., noises, local bumps) to the recon-
structed function. Lowering the global σ reduces the noise
but towards underfitting. Adapting local σ for individual co-
ordinates also leads to over-smoothing (i.e., SAPE). Thus
we present a filtering scheme to adaptively influence the re-
construction to alleviate the dilemma of overfitting and un-
derfitting issues.

Filtering Functions
Let θi, i = 1, 2, ..., k denote layers of a k−layer MLPs, then
the coordinate x passing through the MLPs will produce a

sequence of outputs, such as yi, i = 1, 2, ..., k. To recon-
struct the target function, we apply supervision on the final
output function yk. And to control the regional sharpness in
yk, we modulate all the intermediate features of MLPs with
a filtering function. It is also possible to filter the final output
directly, but more sophisticated designs are needed to trade
off the data fidelity and the filtering purpose. The formula-
tion of the new network function can be written in recurrence
as follows:

Fx = γs(x)M
T

y1 = θ1(γ(x))

yi = o(θi(yi−1))⊙ Fx, i = 2, ..., k − 1

fθ = θk(yk−1)

(2)

where o(·) is the spherical normalization function, such that
o(v) = v

∥v∥ , and ⊙ is the Hadamard product. The filter
learns to adaptively influence the output by applying nor-
malization and a linear transformation to the MLP’s inter-
mediate features based on spatial locations. Note that Fx are
generated from input Fourier features γs(x) that can be dif-
ferent to γ(x), the input of MLPs. This enables more flexi-
bility in modeling wide frequency bandwidths by setting dif-
ferent σ for γ(x) and γs(x). For example, for the color field
and signed distance field, γ(x) and γs(x) can be the same,
but for mixing fields, like neural radiance field containing
color and density field, better to be different.

Figure 3 shows the filtering effects of the two operators on
a 1D example. And a 2D example in Figure 4 also demon-
strates the effects of the two operators and their combination.
The recovering operator in Figure 4 (c) reconstructs more
details than the original FFN (a) but is unable to avoid noise,
and the smoothing operator (b) smoothes out noise, but some
distinct details are missing. The joint operator (d) recovers
fine-grained details without introducing more noise.

As mentioned earlier, the inductive bias of the smooth-
ing and recovering operators provides a way of modulating
the feature spaces to influence the output. Specifically, their
combination first smooths everywhere and then modulates
features in a selective manner, scaling down features to re-
main smooth in homogenous regions and turning them up or
negating them to increase variations in sharp regions.



(b) Fx = xMT (c) Fx = γs(x)MT, σ = 1 (f) GT(d) Fx = γs(x)MT, σ = 10 (e) Fx = γs(x)MT, σ = 30(a) Fx = 1

Figure 5: (Top) The reconstruction results reveal a different degree of sharpness depending on scaling vectors Fx (Bottom),
which is a constant (a) or generated from the coordinates x (b) or Fourier features γs(x) (c-e). Fx directly generated from x
usually leads to underfitting. In contrast, Fourier features have more flexibility in controlling the fitting capability. In particular,
larger σ adds more variations to the scaling vectors, resulting in sharper reconstruction, and an overly-high σ creates more
randomness and noise that reduces generalization. (d) has the best PSNR that balances sharpness and smoothness well.

Filtering Effects Besides tuning the frequency parameter
in γ(x), one can also fix γ(x) and modifies γs(x) to control
the sharpness of reconstructions, since γs(x) controls the
complexness of scaling vector Fx. For example, smoothing
reconstruction requires simpler scaling vector space that can
be generated conditioning on a less complex input, e.g., a
constant, x, or a smaller σ in γs(x). In Figure 5, we draw Fx

in the bottom row, including Fx = 1, xMT , and γs(x)M
T

(σ = 1, 10 and 30). The scaling vectors and their corre-
sponding reconstruction results reveal a different degree of
sharpness. In practice, γ(x) and γs(x) can be different for
adapting hybrid fields or the same for single fields.

Experiments
We validate the benefits of applying filtering in learning 2D
images and 3D shapes, i.e., single fields, and novel synthesis
supported by color and density field, i.e., hybrid field.

Image Regression and Generalization
Image functions map a 2D coordinate to RGB color. Our net-
work has 512-dimensional Fourier features (σ = 10, s = 80
for γ(x) and γs(x)), MLPs with 3 hidden layers, 256 chan-
nels, ReLU activation and Sigmoid on output. In addition,
our filtering module contains a 512×256 matrix for gener-
ating scaling vectors. We use MSE loss to train the network
for 2k epochs with a learning rate of 1e-3.

We compare our method to state-of-the-art methods, in-
cluding FFN (Tancik et al. 2020), SIREN (Sitzmann et al.
2020), SPE (Wang et al. 2021) and SAPE (Hertz et al. 2021),
on the datasets of “natural” and “text” images from FFN.
The training pixels are sampled on a regularly-spaced grid
containing 25% of the pixels in the image. Then, we use all
the pixels for testing. We report PSNR and FLIP (Ander-
sson et al. 2020) in Table 1 and qualitative results in Fig-

Model PSNR↑ FLIP ↓
Natural Text Natural Text

FFN 25.57 ± 4.19 30.47 ± 2.11 0.131±0.041 0.096±0.043
SIREN 27.03 ± 4.28 30.81 ± 1.72 0.114±0.040 0.070±0.020
SPE 26.49 ± 3.89 31.12 ± 2.18 0.130±0.038 0.065±0.022
SAPE 28.09 ± 4.04 31.84 ± 2.15 0.118±0.026 0.083±0.041

FINN 28.51 ± 4.35 33.09 ± 1.97 0.100±0.037 0.042±0.016

Table 1: Quantitative results of image generalization.

FINNso FINNro FINNin FINNfxs

Natural 27.91 ± 4.21 28.09 ± 4.06 28.26 ± 4.35 28.59 ± 4.39
Text 31.19 ± 1.86 31.99 ± 1.73 32.22 ± 2.58 33.17 ± 2.01

Table 2: FINN variants on image generalization.

ure 6. FLIP provides an error map and a global measure-
ment (i.e., the weighted median of errors on all pixels). Our
method consistently outperforms all compared methods on
all datasets and metrics with considerable gains. The visual
results show that all the methods can generate realistic im-
ages. Nevertheless, SAPE produces over-smoothed images.
FNN and SIREN usually include random noisy artifacts, and
SPE contains stripe noise. FINN reconstructs better in both
backgrounds (low-frequency) and small structures (high-
frequency), handling over smooth and noise well.

Design Choices. We validate each component of our filter
and show the numerical results of the variants in Table 2.

Using smoothing or recovering operator only. FINNro
and FINNso incorporate the recovering and smoothing oper-
ator to FFN, respectively. The two variants perform worse
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Figure 6: Qualitative results of image generalization.

than FINN but both outperform FFN. It indicates that either
suppressing noises or enhancing details helps to improve the
reconstruction. Figure 4 shows the filtering effects of indi-
vidual operators. Their combination reaches an adaptive re-
construction for different levels of detail.

Filtering on inputs instead of features of MLPs. We ap-
ply the filter to input Fourier features with a variant denoted
by FINNin. Although FINNin also learns adaptive feature
embedding and achieves better performance than FFN, its
performance is inferior to FINN since the no filtered layers
of MLPs can still overfit the results, making the smoothing
filter less effective.

Using layer-wise scaling vectors F i
x instead of a global

Fx. FINNfxs means scaling vectors passed to different MLP
layers are generated independently. Even adding more net-
work parameters, its performance gain over the global Fx is
negligible. The main reason is that Fx and all F i

x are derived
directly from the same input Fourier features by a simple lin-
ear transformation, which limits their capability of generat-
ing diverse scaling vectors. It is possible to use a more com-
plex scaling vector generator instead of a simple linear map-
ping to boost the performance. But it is not encouraged since
a stronger recovering operator will take over the smoothing
operator and thus reduce the smoothing effects. In order to
control the sharpness, one can manipulate the frequency of
Fourier features for scaling vector generator. The filtering
effects of various Fx are shown in Figure 5.

Network Convergence and Stability. Figure 7 shows test
PSNR curves of FFN (Left) and FINN (Right), trained on
32 images from the “natural” and “text” datasets for 2k iter-
ations. FINN converges after 300 iterations and keeps stable
PSNR scores for individual images since then. In contrast,
FFN converges slower and experiences more randomness
during optimization, yielding slightly curvy and nonmono-
tonic PSNR curves. The stability suggests filtering operators
serve as a regularization to resist over-fitting during opti-
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Figure 7: Convergence and stability comparison of networks
with and without filters.

mization, leading to better generalization.

3D Inverse Rendering for View Synthesis
The view synthesis task receives a set of 2D images with
known camera poses and generates images from novel view-
points. We construct a vector field on 3D space from input
images to represent the scene using Neural Radiance Fields
(NeRF) (Mildenhall et al. 2020) that utilizes MLPs to map
from 3D coordinates to RGB colors and volume densities.
Then one can render images from the field with given view-
points via volume rendering. NeRF is optimized via MSE
loss between the input images and their re-rendered images
from the predicted field. Following FFN, we use a “simpli-
fied NeRF” that removes hierarchical sampling and view de-
pendence from the original NeRF framework for evaluation.

We let FINN and FFN have the same number of network
parameters: FFN, 512-dimensional Fourier features, MLP
with 6 layers, 256 channels, ReLU activation, sigmoid on
RGB output; and FINN, similar to FFN, except that a 4 lay-
ers MLP and a scaling vector generator with 512×256 pa-
rameters. Both models are trained for 50k iterations using
the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5×10−4. We use
two datasets for evaluation, a synthesized scene “Lego” and
a real scene “Fern”. The number of training and testing im-
ages is (100, 25) for “Lego” and (17, 3) for “Fern”.

FFN sets σ to 6.05 for Lego and 5.0 for Fern by grid
search. Different from the parameter setting in image re-
gression, we uses a different σ for γ(x) and γs(x) in learn-
ing NeRF, such that 12, 1 for Lego and 10, 1 for Fern. The
main reason is NeRF contains a density field and an RGB
color field that have different complexness and require dif-
ferent frequencies. For example, images (color fields) ex-
pect a higher σ, 10, and signed distance fields (similar to
density fields) only use σ ≈ 1 described in the next sec-
tion. Thus a better encoding scheme will use different fre-
quency parameters for individual fields. However, this will
need more sophisticated designs and is beyond our research.
FINN provides a simple and flexible way to model such hy-
brid fields by setting high frequency in γ(x) and low fre-
quency in γs(x)), allowing the network to adjust the local
variations of the features and final output in a wide range.

The results in Table 3 show that FINN performs better
than FFN in both training and testing on the two datasets.
Figure 8 shows FINN also provides better rendering quality,
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Figure 8: Qualitative results on novel view synthesis.

Model Lego Fern

Train PSNR Test PSNR Train PSNR Test PSNR

FFN 26.25 ± 1.00 25.74 ± 1.06 25.06 ± 0.44 24.30 ± 0.67
FINN 26.70 ± 1.00 26.02 ± 1.10 25.99 ± 0.53 25.28 ± 0.63

Table 3: Numerical results on novel view synthesis.

revealing more distinct details with fewer noises in the re-
sults. For sparse training images from Fern, the performance
gain and visual improvement of FINN are significant, evi-
dencing that FINN can fit a wider frequency bandwidth and
generalizes better to unknown viewpoints.

3D Shape Reconstruction
Further, we evaluate our method in the 3D surface recon-
struction task. We consider the 3D surface as a zero level-
set of the signed distance field (SDF) from which every 3D
query point has a corresponding value telling its distance
and whether inside or outside from the surface. We train the
network to fit the SDF on point clouds with additional point
normals information. In addition to SDFs and normals for
supervision, we also apply a regularization term to constrain
the gradient of the learned field to be a unit vector at any spa-
tial locations, as suggested by (Atzmon and Lipman 2020;
Gropp et al. 2020). The loss function is defined as

Lsdf =
∑
x∈Ω

|∥∇fθ(x)∥ − 1|+
∑

x∈Ω\Ω0

exp(−|fθ(x)|)

+
∑
x∈Ω0

(|fθ(x)|+ ∥∇fθ(x)− n(x)∥)
(3)

where Ω is the point set and Ω0 contains only on-surface
points. fθ(x) and ∇f(x) are the fitted SDFs and gradients,
and n(x) is the ground truth point normal. Each loss term is
weighted by a constant for optimization.

Our network structure for this task is similar to image re-
gression, except that the output layer is linear, and hidden
layers increase from 3 to 4. SDFs are scalar fields, usually
less complex than vector fields, e.g., RGB color fields, thus
we use a small frequency, σ ∈ [1, 2] for FFN and FINN, and

FFN

SIREN

Input

FINN

Figure 9: Large-scale surface reconstruction. All methods
show good reconstructions. With filtering, FINN suppresses
high frequencies on homogenous regions and restores sharp
geometric features.

reduce the dimension of the Fourier features to 256. Train-
ing SDF requires dense samples on the underlying surface
and sparse samples randomly scattered in a bounding cube.
After trained, we sample a set of regular grid points to obtain
the SDFs and use the Marching Cubes algorithm (Lorensen
and Cline 1987) to extract the triangular mesh.

We compare our method with FFN and SIREN on large-
scale 3D meshes containing tens of millions of triangles. The
examples include an object “Thai Statue”, containing very
complex geometric features, and a scene “Interior Room”,
having large flat patches and small shapes, as shown in Fig-
ure 9. We set σ to 1 for those two examples for FFN and
FINN and use 16003 grid points to extract high-resolution
triangular meshes. The results show that FINN reconstructs
both flat (low-frequency) and sharp (high-frequency) surface
regions with high fidelity. The results of FFN and SIREN are
also plausible, but introduce unexpected local bumps and
noises and lose many fine surface details. We will present
numerical results in the appendix.

Conclusion
We present a novel filtering scheme in MLPs for implicit
functions. The filter improves the reconstruction of complex
signals containing a wide range of frequencies. Our filter
combines a smoothing and a recovering operator that first
globally over-smooths the result and then adaptively scales
local variations to restore fine details smoothed. Such a fil-
tering scheme helps to fit both high-frequencies and low-
frequencies with high fidelity. We demonstrate the effective-
ness of our filter on several tasks and show significant im-
provement against state-of-the-art methods.
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More Results
Surface Reconstruction

We report numerical results of 3D shape reconstruction on
a collection of medium-size point sets in Table 4. The input
point clouds contain tens of thousands of points and include
holes in the bottom and valleys, as shown in Figure 10 (train-
ing samples). FINN generally outperforms FFN on all test-
ing shapes except “Bimba”, whose bottom part is empty and
reconstruction has large uncertainty. The qualitative results
show both FINN and FFN can fit points and interpolate holes
well. FINN provides slightly better local details mainly be-
cause of the recovering operator. The underlying shapes of
input point sets are generally smooth, especially compared
with RGB and its hybrid fields. Thus a smaller frequency
parameter is enough for reconstruction and is free of noisy
artifacts. To further validate the effectiveness of removing
noises, we perform 3D reconstruction on noisy point clouds.

Robustness to Noise. We randomly perturb the point sam-
ples by adding each point with a vector drawn from gaussian
noise, N (0, σ2), σ = 0.02. And we use the original points
and perturbed points as training samples. FINN can deal
with noisy point sets without requiring explicit regularizer
terms. As shown in Figure 11, FINN reconstructs smooth
and clean shapes, while without filtering, FFN overfits noisy
points, creating random patches along underlying surfaces.

Network Generalization

Interpolation Results. We fit an image at 128×128 res-
olution and upsample to 512×512 pixels to validate the
learned interpolants, FINN and FFN, equipped with or with-
out filtering. The results in figure 12 (c) show that FFN and
FINN can both fit the training pixels faithfully. Then we up-
sample the fit images by a factor of 4 along vertical and
horizontal directions using bilinear interpolation (d) and the
learned interpolants (e). The results based on bilinear inter-
polation (d) are similar, with very few variations within indi-
vidual characters. The interpolation via networks (e) without
filtering adds many artifacts by randomly deeper and shal-
lower the colors. That indicates when FFN allows ReLU-
MLP to fit high-frequency training samples, it also intro-
duces high-frequency noises between them, leading to over-
fitting. FINN lowers the variations between nearby training
pixels, thus generalizing better to unseen pixels. Further, we
will compare the interpolations at various sampling rates.

Impact of Sampling Rate. To understand the behaviors of
interpolation at dense and sparse training sampling, we ac-
quire a set of images by downsampling a given image with
decreasing sampling rates, ranging from 100% to 1/256, as
shown in Figure 13 top row. The networks with or without
filtering both interpolate well at unseen pixels (a-c) and fails
(d-e) when the distances between neighboring training pix-
els are too long. Although failed at sparse reconstruction (e),
the experiment shows that FINN generates smooth interpo-
lation between training pixels, while FFN overfits individual
pixels and experiences randomness at unseen pixels.

Bunny Armadillo Dragon Fandisk Bimba Gargoyle

FFN 2.04 2.92 1.97 1.77 139.06 4.58
FINN 1.90 2.84 1.92 1.69 138.11 4.24

Table 4: Numerical results of 3D shape reconstruction.
Chamfer distance is multiplied by 105.

Experimental Details
Networks
The detailed networks for 2D images, 3D surface, and NeRF
are shown in Figure 14. The source code can be found in the
attached file.

Baselines include FFN (Tancik et al. 2020), SIREN (Sitz-
mann et al. 2020), SPE (Wang et al. 2021) and SAPE (Hertz
et al. 2021). Their codes can be downloaded from the fol-
lowing links,

• FFN: https://github.com/tancik/fourier-feature-networks.
• SIREN: https://github.com/vsitzmann/siren.
• SAPE: https://github.com/amirhertz/SAPE.
• SPE: https://github.com/microsoft/SplinePosEnc.

Simplified NeRF can be found at https://github.com/tancik/
fourier-feature-networks. We use a PyTorch implementation
of NeRF from https://github.com/yenchenlin/nerf-pytorch/
and modify it for our network.

Compared to FFN, FINN usually needs more network
parameters because of the scaling vector generator. For
d-dimensional Fourier features and m-dimensional hidden
layers of MLP, our method need d × m more parameters,
i.e., 512× 256, 256× 256, 512× 256 for image, shape and
NeRF respectively. By increasing the number of hidden lay-
ers for FFN, we can set their network capacities to be the
same, e.g., we use a 6-layer MLP in FFN and a 4-layer MLP
in FINN for the NeRF task.

Additional Training Details
Surface Reconstruction. The batch size for training large
shapes is 200k, which contains 100k on-surface points sam-
pled from the input and 100k off-surface points randomly
generated within the box. For medium-size shapes, we set
the batch size to 323 for training and 2563 for extract-
ing meshes. To compute Chamfer distance, we uniformly
sample 643 surface points. Loss terms in Equation 3 are
weighted as follows,

Lsdf =
∑
x∈Ω

a1|∥∇fθ(x)∥ − 1|

+
∑

x∈Ω\Ω0

a2 · exp(−50|fθ(x)|)

+
∑
x∈Ω0

(a3|fθ(x)|+ a4∥∇fθ(x)− n(x)∥)

(4)

where a1, a2, a3 and a4 are set to 1000, 10, 5 and 20 respec-
tively. σ is set to 1 for all examples.
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Figure 10: 3D shape reconstruction from point clouds.

NeRF. We use the “Lego” and “Fern” scene datasets. Lego
contains 100 training images rendered from a virtual scene
with black background colors. Fern has 17 training images
captured in the real world. The ground truth camera poses
are computed via structure from motion (SfM) that opti-
mizes the extrinsic parameters of input images and the cor-
responding 3D locations of selected pixels. It is common to
open source COLMAP (Schönberger and Frahm 2016) for
SfM. We sample 1024 rays with 128 points along each ray
in a batch for training. The training takes around an hour for
FFN and FINN for 50k epochs.
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Figure 11: 3D shape reconstruction from noisy point clouds.
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Figure 12: Generalization validation via image super-resolution. A fitting image (c) is upsampled by 16 via bilinear interpolation
(d) or networks (e). While the results of bilinear interpolation are similar, the results of networks are very different. With
filtering, FINN consumes high-frequency Fourier features for fitting, similar to FFN but at the same time suppresses high-
frequency variations at the neighbors of training samples, thus interpolating pixels with fewer artifacts. Training pixels in (e)
are painted in black.
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Figure 13: Impact of the sampling rate. We keep downsampling an image from 512×512 resolution to 32×32, with sampling
rates of 1/4, 1/16, 1/64, and 1/256. Then we use acquired images to train two networks, one with filtering and the other not,
and generate new images all at 512×512 resolution. At the highest resolutions (a), the image quality of the two methods is
similar. (b-c) shows FINN interpolates pixels with less noisy artifacts than FFN. When using too fewer training samples, both
methods create isolated segments for a single character (d-e). Even though both methods fail in (d-e), we can see that FINN
tends to connect isolated training pixels with smooth interpolation, while FFN introduces more randomness between training
pixels. Training pixels in (b-e) are painted in black.
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Figure 14: Our networks for three tasks.


